Treatment of Pediatric Multiple Sclerosis.
An increasing number of children and adolescents with multiple sclerosis (MS) are being identified and treated with disease-modifying therapies. Yet, there currently is little experience to guide clinicians. As more rapid diagnosis is made possible with magnetic resonance imaging, the number of pediatric MS patients requiring treatment will increase with time. This review draws on information from adult and pediatric neurology sources and summarizes current available data. Additional research is clearly needed. Nonetheless, there are several treatment principles: 1) establishing the diagnosis by differentiating MS from acute disseminated encephalomyelitis or recurrent acute disseminated encephalomyelitis; 2) emphasizing that there are parallels between adult and pediatric MS regarding the clinical presentation, disease course, and ability to tolerate therapy (the more extensive experience in adult MS can be applied to most pediatric cases); 3) explaining the importance of starting treatment early in the disease course and that these therapies seem well-tolerated in children; 4) providing reassurance that the family is not alone; as approximately 5% of the MS population has symptom onset before age 18 years (experience with pediatric MS is growing and centers with pediatric MS programs exist in other countries and are developing within the United States); and 5) reviewing symptom management and addressing issues such as academic performance that are unique to the pediatric MS subpopulation.